Physical synchrony has been suggested to have positive effects on not only concurrent but also subsequent communication, but the underlying neural processes are unclear. Using functional nearinfrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) hyperscanning, we tested the effects of preceding physical synchrony on subsequent dyadic teaching-learning communication. Thirty-two pairs of participants performed two experimental sessions. In each session, they underwent a rhythmic arm movement block with synchronous or asynchronous conditions, and then taught/learned unknown words to/from each other according to a given scenario. Neural activities in their medial and left lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) were measured and inter-brain synchronization (IBS) during the teaching-learning blocks was evaluated. Participants rated their subjective rapport during the teaching-learning blocks, and took a word memory test. The analyses revealed that (1) prior physical synchrony enhanced teacherlearner rapport; (2) prior physical synchrony also enhanced IBS in the lateral PFC; and (3) IBS changes correlated positively with rapport changes. Physical synchrony did however not affect word memory performance. These results suggest that IBS can be useful to measure the effects of social-bonding facilitation activities for educational communication.
Physical synchrony is an important nonverbal factor in forming and modulating communications 1 . Many studies have reported generally positive effects of physical synchrony on affective and cognitive aspects of communications [2] [3] [4] . Experimental manipulation of physical synchrony induced higher affiliation 5 , cooperation 6 , compassion and altruistic behaviour 7 , coordination performance 8 , better mood 9 , and incidental memories 10 . Since successful teacher-student communication is a key element of education, the effect of physical movement synchrony between teacher and student during lecture has been investigated and associated with higher rapport 11, 12 and better learning operationalized by higher student quiz scores 13 . Furthermore, physical synchrony can have not only concurrent but also prolonged effects on subsequent social interactions. Physical synchrony prior to a task has been shown to lead to enhanced cooperative behaviours between children 14 . Synchrony of body and head movements between therapists and patients predicts shortand long-term psychotherapy outcomes 15 . These results suggest the effectiveness of various practices involving physical synchrony for the enhancement of communication. Indeed, practitioners and researchers in the field of education have recognized the effect of getting "in synch" with students, and have incorporated synchronous components such as singing and dancing as "warming-up" activities to facilitate better social and cognitive outcomes in the classroom [16] [17] [18] . However, psychological and neural processes underlying the sustained effects of physical synchrony need further exploration.
Results
Effects of prior physical synchrony on rapport and memory outcomes. In order to test our first hypothesis that participants achieve a stronger mutual bond in the teaching-learning task after experiencing synchronous physical movement (post-Sync) than after asynchronous physical movement (post-Async), we conducted apaired t-test on the averaged pair-wise ratings on the rapport they felt during the teaching-learning task. To estimate effect sizes, we calculated Cohen's standardized mean difference effect size d z , which controls for individual differences, and Cohen's effect size with average standard deviation as a standardizer d av , which aims for comparability with effect sizes from between-subjects designs, both with Hedges' correction applied 56, 57 . We found a significant effect of prior physical synchrony on rapport (t(31) = 3.55, false discovery rate (FDR)adjusted p FDR = 0.001, d z = 0.62, d av = 0.47; Fig. 2 ). As a post-hoc analysis, we also tested the effect separately on the three components of rapport: mutual attentiveness, positivity, and coordination 58 . All components showed significantly higher scores in the post-Sync than the post-Async condition, with the coordination component showing the largest effect (mutual attentiveness: t(31) = 1.91, p FDR = 0.036, d z = 0.33, d av = 0.24; positivity: t(31) = 1.86, p FDR = 0.036, d z = 0.32, d av = 0.22; coordination: t(31) = 3.99, p FDR < 0.001, d z = 0.70, d av = 0.66; Supplementary Fig. S1a-c) .
Furthermore, to test the possibility that the enhanced rapport might also transfer to better focus during the communication and thus result in better memory encoding of the taught and learnt contents, we conducted a paired t-test on the averaged pair-wise memory test scores. We observed no significant effect for the comparison of post-Sync and post-Async conditions (t(31) = −1.00, p FDR > 0.05, d z = −0.17, d av = −0.17; Fig. 3a ). Additionally, participants' subjective ratings of the effectiveness of learning did not show significant effects of prior synchronous/asynchronous physical movement (t(31) = 0.22, FDR p FDR > 0.05, d z = 0.04, d av = 0.04; Supplementary Fig. S2 ). As a supplementary analysis to investigate the potential influence of the roles of the participants (teacher/student) and a possible interaction effect with the prior physical synchrony/asynchrony on the word memorization process, we calculated the average word test score separately for words that a participant experienced as a teacher and words that he/she experienced as a student (Fig. 3b ). We then conducted a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with generalized eta squared η G 2 used for the effect size estimation 56 . A significant main effect of role was observed (F(1, 31) = 4.18, p = 0.049, η = .
0 0384 G 2 ), in that word memory as a teacher was poorer than word memory as a student. Neither the interaction (F(1, 31) = 0.03, p = 0.859, η = .
0 0002 G 2 ) nor the main effect of the post-Sync/Async condition (F(1, 31) = 1.02, p = 0.321, η = .
0 0044 G 2 ) were significant.
Prior physical synchrony enhanced IBS during teaching-learning task. IBS between the teaching and learning pairs' homologous activities in the left lateral and medial PFC was evaluated using wavelet transform coherence (WTC) 59 ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). The IBS values were calculated by averaging the WTC R 2 at the period corresponding to the task cycle (45 seconds) over the whole teaching-learning block. Paired t-tests were conducted to test our second hypothesis that IBS during the teaching-learning task was higher in post-Sync than in post-Async conditions. The results showed significant effects of prior physical synchrony on the IBS in the left lateral PFC (t(31) = 3.49, p FDR = 0.001, d z = 0.61, d av = 0.73; Fig. 4a ), but not on the IBS in the medial PFC (t(31) = 1.51, p FDR > 0.05, d z = 0.26, d av = 0.34; Fig. 4b ).
In order to confirm the origin of the observed effect on IBS, we also evaluated the interpersonal synchronization of the "shallow signals" from the adjacent short source-detector (1-cm-SD) channels, which mostly reflect blood flow changes in the tissues shallower than the brain 60, 61 . They showed no enhancing effects, neither in the left lateral (t(31) = −0.28, p FDR > 0.05, d z = −0.05, d av = −0.06) nor the medial lateral (t(31) = 1.11, p FDR > 0.05, d z = 0.19, d av = 0.23) channels ( Supplementary Fig. S4a,b ). Furthermore, we also compared the interpersonal synchronization of the fNIRS signals that were not corrected for the shallow signal component (see the See Methods for details on the deep (3-cm-SD) and shallow (1-cm-SD) channels. (c) fNIRS channel positions projected on the normalized Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain template, estimated using virtual registration 84 . The red spheres indicate the 3-cm-SD channels, which are located in the middle between the light sources and the 3-cm detectors. The visualization was created using BrainNet Viewer 100 . (d) Spatial sensitivity profile of the two channels to cortical absorption changes, obtained by using AtlasViewer software 86 . Warmer colours indicate higher sensitivity. A Monte-Carlo random walk-based photon migration simulation was conducted using tMCimg software 87 , and the volumetric sensitivity in the grey matter was projected onto the surface of the Colin27 brain atlas in AtlasViewer.
IBS and rapport were positively correlated. To test our third hypothesis of a positive relationship between the degrees of rapport and the IBS in the left lateral PFC, which both showed enhancement induced by prior physical synchrony, we evaluated the within-subject correlation between these variables, and found a significant positive correlation (repeated measures r rm (31) = 0.42, p FDR = 0.010; Fig. 5 ). The result indicates that the effects of prior physical synchrony manifested in these two measures of teaching-learning communication in a positively associated manner. As a post-hoc analysis, we tested the correlation between the left lateral PFC IBS and the three components of rapport. Mutual attentiveness and coordination showed significant positive within-subject correlation with IBS, while positivity did not show a significant correlation (mutual attentiveness: Subjective rapport during the word teaching-learning task after experiencing physical synchrony/ asynchrony. Box plots show the median, interquartile range (IQR), and minimum/maximum values of the average rapport ratings during the teaching-learning block of all dyads for the two conditions of the preceding rhythmic movement block (Sync, synchronous; Async, asynchronous arm movements). Grey points with connecting lines represent the two conditions of each dyad. 
Discussion
The current results generally support our three initial hypotheses: (1) prior physical synchrony enhanced rapport between teacher and learner; (2) prior physical synchrony enhanced IBS in the left lateral PFC during the teaching-learning task; and (3) the effects on the rapport and left lateral PFC IBS were positively correlated. In the following, we discuss possible mechanisms and implications of these results, relationships with previous studies, and limitations of the current study.
Our analysis confirmed positive effects of preceding physical synchrony on the social bonding perceived as rapport during the subsequent communication. This observation extends previous findings that physically synchronous behaviours between teacher and student during lecture is linked to higher rapport [11] [12] [13] . The result is also in line with a previous report that passive experience of physical synchrony prior to a task leads to enhanced cooperation between children who had been unfamiliar to each other before the experiment 14 . This indicates that prior physical synchrony is indeed a useful "warming-up" method to achieve higher levels of bonding during communication. We also note that the enhancement of rapport by prior physical synchrony showed medium www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ effect size. Regarding the three components of rapport, enhancement of coordination showed medium to large effect size, while mutual attentiveness and positivity showed small effect size.
An interesting question here would be to which degree the effect was mediated by conscious/top-down or unconscious/bottom-up processes. Previous psychological studies have provided indecisive evidence for the roles of awareness and intentionality factors 3, 4 . Although this study cannot provide a resolute conclusion on this issue, (a) the fact that participants confirmed to have been unaware of the true hypothesis in the debriefing after the experiment, and (b) the observation that among the three components of rapport, coordination, with cues that are complex and less available to conscious control than positivity and attentiveness cues 58 , showed the greatest enhancing effect, suggest that the prior physical synchrony effect on the subsequent communication was mediated primarily via a bottom-up pathway.
On the other hand, we did not observe an enhancing effect of prior physical synchrony on word memory scores. This is in contrast with a previous study where a teacher's imitative behaviours of students during lectures led to enhancement in both rapport and memory performance 13 . There are several possible explanations for the seeming discrepancy. A main factor is differences in the timing and types of coordination. In the previous study 13 , an experienced confederate teacher was allowed to imitate the students' wide range of nonverbal behaviours during the lecture. Since the imitation was directly embedded in the teaching activity, it may have been effectively used to manipulate the students' attention toward appropriate aspects at the appropriate timing. In this study, on the other hand, physical synchrony in a restricted form was experienced prior to the teaching-learning task, and the effects thus lack any specificity regarding aspects and timing relevant to the cognitive states of teacher and learner or the contents being communicated. Another (somewhat related) reason for the discrepancy might stem from the design and contents of the educational communication task used in this study. Participants who did not have particular experience in teaching took turns playing the role of teacher or student, and adhered to the restricted teaching-learning procedure that excluded any kind of improvisation (see Methods). Therefore, independently of the teacher's effort, on the student's side it might have been a more efficient strategy for good memory encoding to grasp the needed information (word meaning and example sentence) at the beginning and recite it internally while ignoring the teacher in the later phase of each trial. Furthermore, in contrast to the previous study 13 , participants were also required to memorize the new information while teaching it. These factors may have led to a trade-off or resource competition between the social cognition directed to the partner, which is linked to rapport, and the information processing linked to memorization. The possibility of such resource competition occurring here is supported by the supplementary observation that memory for words experienced as a teacher was slightly but significantly poorer than memory for words experienced as a student. Interestingly, in a previous study that investigated the effect of physical synchrony on incidental memories, subjects picked up distracting word utterances from the synchronizing partner more than from the non-synchronizing partner, even though they were instructed to ignore those word utterances 10 . All these findings lead us to speculate that memory performance might also have been enhanced by prior physical synchrony, if the encoding target was related to or generated by the partners on the spot, where the attention to and bonding with the partner would have been more beneficial, or in a more adaptive setting where the teachers were allowed to devote themselves to the teaching and to adjust the style and contents flexibly.
As a side remark, we would like to note that the observed non-effect of the preceding physical synchrony on memory scores in the subsequent learning task at one shot should not be generalized and interpreted as uselessness for cognitive outcomes in real education, even if the teaching is provided in a similar manner as in the current experiment. An important factor to be taken into consideration would be the learner's motivation. In fact, it is still possible that enhanced rapport induced by physical synchrony might lead to a better attitude toward learning, thereby leading to better cognitive outcomes in the long-term.
Our experiment revealed that neural activities in the left lateral PFC of the pairs engaging in the teaching-learning task were significantly more synchronized after synchronous arm movements than after asynchronous movements. This finding of prior physical synchrony enhancing IBS in the subsequent communication may be regarded as the most significant contribution of the current study. Previous physical coordination-related IBS studies observed interpersonal neural coordination during physical interaction [47] [48] [49] [50] . Moreover, there is an fMRI study that probed into individual brain activity changes during and immediately after synchronous/asynchronous beat generation with ostensible partners (actually a computer program) 62 . However, to the authors' knowledge, no study so far has shown effects of preceding physical synchrony on interpersonally coordinated brain recruitment during subsequent communication. Furthermore, the enhancement of IBS in the left lateral PFC by prior physical synchrony showed a medium to large effect size. Regarding the effect size, we also observed that Cohen's standardized mean difference effect size d z and Cohen's effect size with average standard deviation d av provided comparable effect size estimates for the enhanced IBS. This is in contrast with the effect size estimation for rapport and its components, where d av was considerably smaller than d z . These differences can be understood in terms of the different types of information that d z and d av provide about effect size in our repeated measures design: d z controls for differences over dyads, reflecting the expected difference when a single dyad experienced both of the two conditions. On the other hand, d av is more comparable with effect size estimations from between-subjects designs, probing into the expected difference when randomly selected two dyads were assigned to the two conditions 56 . The considerably smaller d av reflects larger inter-group variance in the subjective rapport rating, thus suggesting a relative advantage of IBS measures over subjective ratings in inter-group comparisons.
Previous studies have indicated functional and structural differences between the lateral and medial parts of the anterior prefrontal region 53, 63, 64 , with the lateral part responding more to highly demanding and often externally-oriented cognitive domains and being functionally and anatomically connected to the "task-positive networks" such as the executive control and salience networks, whereas the medial part responding more to low-demand and internally-oriented situations and being connected to other components of the default mode network 52,65,66 . Thus, our results suggest that prior physical synchrony enhanced the coordinated recruitment www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ and/or regulation of externally oriented cognition. More specifically, the lateral anterior PFC has been implicated in working memory, retention and switching of multiple task sets, and in sustained cognitive control 53, 67, 68 , all of which would have been important for the participants' engagement in the teaching-learning task.
On the other hand, IBS in the medial PFC, which has been implicated in internally-oriented affective and cognitive processes, especially social mentalizing (i.e. understanding the beliefs, emotions, desires, and dispositions of others) 51, 52, 69 , did not show significant enhancement induced by prior physical synchrony. This may be attributable to the asymmetric nature of the teaching-learning communication. Unlike during daily communication where people take turns speaking in an unconstrained and bidirectional manner 26, 30 , during teaching-learning communication, which aims to transmit knowledge, a teacher needs to infer the student's knowledge and current state of understanding, while the student can focus on the transmitted information itself and is less required to think about the teacher's mental states 46 . This might have led to the asymmetrical recruitment of mentalizing functions, and resulted in no effects of prior physical synchrony on IBS in the medial PFC. Based on these speculations, one could expect that more person-oriented (mutually attentive) rather than knowledge-oriented communication, such as collaborative learning aiming at exchanging and cooperatively building ideas, would require more mentalization in both the speaker and listener 70 , and could thus lead to enhanced IBS induced by prior physical synchrony also in the medial PFC. This is an interesting possibility to be explored in future studies.
The current results are unlikely to be attributable to modulated synchronization of artefactual signals originated from autonomic activities or physical head motions during the teaching-learning block, as the supplementary analyses showed no effect of prior physical synchrony on the interpersonal synchronization between the shallow tissue signals, which do not contain neural signals and are dominated by autonomic and physical components ( Supplementary Fig. S4a,b) . Additionally, a more significant effect on IBS was detected after the removal of shallow signal (Fig. 3 ) in comparison to the typical fNIRS signal (3-cm-SD) without removal ( Supplementary  Fig. S4c,d) . These results indicate that the observed effects of the prior synchronous vs. asynchronous physical motion was indeed of neural origin. They are also consistent with the previous studies 26,50 that showed the effectiveness of utilizing referential shallow signals for artefact reduction and sensitive IBS detection in natural interaction settings.
Our finding of a positive association between the modulated rapport and IBS in the left lateral PFC, with medium to large effect size, suggests that the coordinated recruitment of the lateral prefrontal region, induced by preceding physical synchrony, may be the underpinning of the enhanced rapport. This is also in line with the previous studies that suggested that coordinated activities in the left lateral PFC between teachers and students are associated with their successful interaction 42, 43 . Furthermore, looking into the three components of rapport, IBS in the left lateral PFC was significantly correlated with mutual attentiveness and coordination, but not with positivity. Considering that attentiveness and coordination are perceptually guided (i.e. externally oriented) judgments, while positivity represents an affective inference (i.e. internally oriented) judgment, these results are consistent with the interpretation that enhanced IBS in the lateral PFC reflects harmonized cognitive engagement toward the partner or toward the shared activity at hand.
A major limitation of the current study is the regional coverage of the fNIRS measurement. Unfortunately, the portable fNIRS device used in this study allowed the measurement of only the regions covered by hairless scalp skin. Future studies using a device that provides wider coverage of regions, especially the language-related and additional social-related regions, such as the inferior frontal gyrus and temporo-parietal regions focused on in previous IBS studies 30, 31, 36, 46, 71, 72 , could shed further light on IBS in those regions. Open questions are, for example, how IBS in these regions could reflect verbal or perceptually-guided social processes (e.g. the learner mentally shadowing utterances of the teacher or reading states/intentions from the partner's nonverbal cues), how such processes could be affected by prior physical synchrony, and how they could lead to changes in learning performance. On the other hand, to those who intend to apply fNIRS brain hyperscanning to the objective evaluation of communication and its enhancement in educational and other real-world contexts, it will be encouraging to see that hyperscanning using such (relatively) low-cost and portable devices can successfully capture such hypothesized effects. Furthermore, the auxiliary measurement of shallow signals and their use in the removal of artefacts is a strength of the current study in confirming the neural origin of the observed IBS effects.
The fNIRS device used in this study utilizes light sources with a single wavelength of 810 nm to estimate the concentration change of total haemoglobin (see Methods section). We should note that the estimation is suboptimal, because the absorption coefficients of oxy-haemoglobin and deoxy-haemoglobin match at a wavelength that is close to but slightly different from 810 nm 73, 74 . By using fNIRS devices with multiple wavelengths, one could obtain more accurate estimates of total haemoglobin concentration changes by firstly determining the concentration changes of oxy-haemoglobin and deoxy-haemoglobin using the modified Beer-Lambert law and then summing up the changes 74 .
Physical movement synchronization could have been introduced in different manners in regard to various factors, such as phase (in-phase vs. anti-phase), positioning of the partners (face-to-face vs. side-by-side), awareness and intentionality regarding the synchronization, and so on. Although differential psychological effects of these factors have been studied to some extent 3 , future study is required to determine whether such differential effects involve IBS changes in different regions (reflecting different mechanisms) or are merely related to different degrees of IBS in the same neural region. A specific avenue that warrants being pursued further would be the role of metacognition of the physical synchrony in the subsequent communication. As discussed above, our experimental design and results suggest a relatively minor impact of metacognition on average. Nevertheless, at the individual level, it is possible that some dyads may have been more self-aware of the physical synchrony than others, and such differences might have led to either increased or decreased effects on the following teaching-learning processes. The issue of whether to encourage or inhibit metacognition of the physical synchrony will also be relevant to the successful design of communication-enhancing activities in educational and other practical fields.
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(2019) 9:12747 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-49257-z www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ From the viewpoint of social neuroscience, both inter-brain and intra-brain synchronization have been postulated as mechanisms for communication, but often in two distinct parallel contexts. One ongoing approach toward integrating these two fields is to probe into the intra-and inter-brain synchrony simultaneously 75, 76 . Another approach worth pursuing could be to try to translate mechanistic understanding with dynamical system perspectives from one field to the other. For example, a recent study of intra-brain neural coupling showed that heterogeneity in the intrinsic frequency of neurons affects the directionality and reliability of signal transmission over neuronal networks 77 . Translating this to the context of inter-brain synchrony, one could ask whether the heterogeneity in the characteristic time scale of brain dynamics between communicating individuals, possibly modulated by physical activity, could alter the inter-brain synchrony and thus affect the communication. In spite of the apparent differences in their spatiotemporal scales and involved factors, exchanging mechanistic models and ideas between intra-and inter-brain coupling may facilitate a unified understanding of functioning of brains in social situations.
In conclusion, this is the first study that verifies the associations between preceding physical synchrony and psychological beneficial effects in association with IBS during the subsequent communication. The results suggest the usefulness of brain hyperscanning in analysing the effects of various "warming-up" activities that are used as daily practices in education and other communication fields to facilitate social bonding.
Methods
Participants. Sixty-four healthy, right-handed Japanese undergraduate and graduate students participated in this study (age range: 20−26, mean ± SD: 21.5 ± 1.5 years; 18 female and 46 male). Handedness was evaluated using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 78 . The participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, normal hearing abilities, and reported no history of neurological or psychiatric conditions. Thirty-two pairs of participants of the same sex who did not know each other before the experiment were formed.
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine, and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants received monetary compensation for their participation.
Experimental procedure. Each experimental session consisted of four steps (Fig. 1a ). During the first two steps in a session, a pair of participants was seated facing each other and underwent (1) a rhythmic movement block in which they moved their right arms in sync to a ticking sound presented respectively at a constant tempo, and (2) a word teaching-learning block in which they took turns teaching and learning given unknown English words. The participants were then separated and answered (3) a questionnaire regarding the subjective rapport they felt during the teaching-learning block, and (4) a paper test on the taught/learnt words during that session. Details of each step are provided below.
Each pair performed two sessions, one with a synchronous condition and one with an asynchronous condition in the rhythmic movement block. The order of the conditions for the two sessions was counterbalanced across the participant pairs. Between the two sessions, participants took a 5-minute rest or more if either of the pair requested it.
In order to probe into the effect of incidental physical synchrony, before the experiment, we provided participants with a story claiming that the purpose of the study was "to investigate the effect of embodied physical tempo on the succeeding learning process". In the debriefing, after all procedures were completed, the true aim of the study was explained and was confirmed to have been unknown to all participants.
Rhythmic movement block. During the first step of an experimental session, each participant pair performed a repetitive arm movement task of 6 minutes, sitting on opposite sides of a table, facing each other. A two-beat sound (alternating high-and low-pitch beeps) with a constant tempo of 23, 26, or 29 beats per minutes (BPM) was presented to the participants through earphones. Participants were instructed to put and keep their right elbow on a cushioned block on the table, and to tilt the right forearm inwards (i.e. to the left) at the timing of each high-pitch beat, then move it back out at the timing of each low-pitch beat. In the synchronous ("Sync") condition, the beat sound presented to the pair had the same tempo and no phase difference, so that the pair was conducting the movement in sync. In the asynchronous ("Async") condition, the tempo of the beat sound was different for the two participants. They were instructed to focus on the beat sound and move their arms precisely following the timing. They were also instructed to keep their eyes fixated on the tip of a pole (height 37 cm from the table top) that was put in the middle between them, with the plausible purpose of "preventing unwanted head movements". By this setting, each other's arm movements were within their eyesight.
The tempi were counterbalanced across participant pairs. Within each pair, the tempo for the synchronous condition and the two tempi for the asynchronous condition were different. Supplementary Table S1 presents further information on the assignment of conditions and tempi.
Word teaching-learning block. After the rhythmic movement block, the earphones were removed, and a pile of eight "scenario cards" for the teaching-learning task was placed at each participant's right-hand side on the table.
The following word teaching-learning block took 6 minutes and 10 seconds.
A block contained eight trials of 40-second duration, with 5 seconds of inter-trial intervals (ITIs) between trials. The beginning and ending of the trials were cued by beep sounds from a programmed timer. During a trial, one of the pair was assigned as the teacher and the other as the student. At the cue, they picked a scenario card from their respective pile with their right hand, and held it next to their right eye (not in front, in order to avoid blocking their partner's sight). The teacher's card contained an English word, its pronunciation, its meaning in Japanese, and an example sentence in English. The teacher repeatedly delivered the word, meaning, and example sentence to the student, while trying to memorize everything for themselves. No ad-libs were allowed.
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At the beginning of the experiment, participants were explained that the goal of the teaching-learning task was to maximize one's own and the partner's total score in the following word memory test (see below), and were instructed to try their best so that both of them could obtain the highest possible scores.
The words were selected from the GRE (graduate record examination) word list and were expected to be unknown to most participants. We prepared two sets of eight words, one starting with the letter a and the other with the letter c. The complete list of the used words and the example sentences are shown in Supplementary  Table S2 .
Rapport and learning questionnaire. After the end of each session, a pair was separated, seated at different desks, and completed a questionnaire on their subjective rapport and impression of the learning process during the teaching-learning block. The questionnaire consisted of nine items: (1) I was able to explain to the partner in an easy-to-understand way; (2) "The partner's explanation was easy to understand"; (3) "I was focusing my attention to the partner"; (4) "I felt the partner was focusing his/her attention to me"; (5) "I had a favourable impression on the partner"; (6) "I felt the partner was friendly to me"; (7) "I felt that my actions and the partner's actions were in harmony"; (8) "I felt united with the partner"; and (9) "I feel confident on the outcome of the teaching-learning task". Six items measured the three-component model of rapport 58 : mutual attentiveness (items 3, 4); positivity (items 5, 6); and coordination (items 7, 8). These items were identified as representative of the three components in the previously developed questionnaires on rapport in face-to-face interactions 13, [79] [80] [81] . The additional three items (1, 2, and 9) probed into the perceptions of one's own and the partner's teaching process and into the participants' confidence in the learning outcome. Participants were instructed to rate the teaching-learning interaction regarding the nine items, on a seven-level Likert scale from 1 = "strongly disagree" to 7 = "strongly agree". No time limit was imposed for the questionnaire, but the participants generally completed it within a few minutes.
Word memory test. After both participants in a pair completed the rapport questionnaire, they separately took a paper test on the eight taught/learnt words in that session. On the test sheet, the eight words were presented in a shuffled order (i.e. different from the presented order in the teaching-learning block), and the participants were asked to fill in the meaning in Japanese and the example sentence in English for each word. For the example sentences, they were instructed that it was not necessary to reproduce the exact sentence that was taught/learnt during the teaching-learning block but that scores would only be given to the answer sentences that indicated comprehension of the correct meaning. They were also requested to check whether each word was "known", "seen somewhere before but not remembered", or "unknown" to them. They were notified when 5 minutes had passed, and the answer paper was collected at the time limit of 6 minutes. Then the pair took a rest for 5 minutes, or longer if they requested. They were explicitly told that the words in the finished sessions would not reappear in the following sessions and that there was thus no need to try to remember them.
Practice session. After receiving explanations on the procedure and before starting the first real session, each pair conducted a short practice session, which consisted of (1) a 3-minute rhythmic movement block with an asynchronous condition using 23 BPM and 29 BPM (fixed for all pairs), (2) a 3-minute word teaching-learning block in which four instead of eight words were taught/learnt, (3) the rapport questionnaire which was identical to the one used in the real sessions, and (4) a word memory test on the four words with a shortened time limit of 3 minutes. We checked that participants understood and conformed to the procedures in each block. fNIRS measurements. Prefrontal neural activities during the word teaching-learning blocks were measured using HOT-1000 (Hitachi High-Technologies, Japan), a wireless continuous-wave fNIRS device (Fig. 1b) . This device has two horizontally placed sets of dual source-detector (SD) optode pairs, each consisting of one light source and two light detectors that are placed at the distance of 1 cm and 3 cm from the light source. Similarly to the device used in previous studies 26, 50 , the light source of the fNIRS device uses only a single wavelength of 810 nm and the concentration change of total haemoglobin (totalHb) on the optical path is estimated for each of the two SD pairs with distances of 1.0 cm and 3.0 cm. The 1-cm-SD pair provides an auxiliary measurement signal from shallow tissues like scalp and skull, and is not affected by the blood flow changes in the underlying cortex 60, 61 . This signal is called a "shallow signal", and was used to extract the brain signal from the "deep signal" from the 3-cm-SD channel and to confirm the neural origin of the observed IBS (see below). Gagnon et al. suggested that totalHb changes are less affected by pial vein contamination and provide better spatial specificity than oxygenated or deoxygenated haemoglobin changes 82 . A considerable number of fNIRS-hyperscanning studies have also used the totalHb changes 26, 48, 50, 83 , supporting that our analyses based on totalHb measurements are sufficiently sensitive. The horizontal positions of the two optode sets are adjustable. We placed them at the right medial (with the 3-cm detector on the Fpz position defined by the international 10-20 system for electroencephalography electrode placement) and the left lateral prefrontal regions (with the 3-cm detector 3 cm left from the Fpz; see Fig. 1b ). Based on the virtual registration method 84, 85 and estimation of spatial sensitivity profile using photon migration simulation 86, 87 , the right 3-cm-SD channel corresponded to the medial part of the Brodmann area (BA) 10, and the left 3-cm-SD channel to the border of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA46) and the lateral part of the BA10 (Fig. 1c,d) . We chose these regions with the intention to assess more externally-and internally-oriented neural Scientific RepoRtS | (2019) 9:12747 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-49257-z www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ functions by the lateral and medial probes, respectively. The participants' hair under the optodes was carefully pushed off their foreheads, and the optodes were covered with a rubber cover to block out light.
Although our focus was on IBS during the word teaching-learning block, to make the story about the study purpose ("investigating the effect of embodied tempo on learning") and the instruction to keep their fixation during the rhythmic movement block more credible for the participants, we measured brain activities throughout both blocks. In order to minimize motion noises, participants were instructed to adopt a relaxed posture in the seat and to maintain it, and to avoid head movements as far as possible. Participants were especially instructed to only move their eyes instead of looking down and up during the teaching-learning block.
Data analysis. Evaluation of rapport and memory scores. Rapport scores for each dyad were calculated by averaging the ratings for the six questionnaire items (items 3-8) of the two members. For the post-hoc analyses of the three components of the rapport, ratings of the corresponding two items (see above) were averaged within each pair, respectively. The scores thus ranged from 1 to 7.
For scoring the word memory test, the words classified as "known" and "have seen" were excluded, and the accuracy for the remaining "unknown" words was calculated. Only 2.3% of the words were excluded at the ground level, and only one word at maximum was excluded at the individual level. For each word, 0.5 points were given if the meaning was correct, and 0 points otherwise. Another 0.5 points were given if the example sentence was correct, 0 points otherwise. Grammatical and spelling errors were not taken into account. For each session, the score was averaged within each individual, and then averaged within each pair. The scores thus ranged from 0 to 1.
As a supplementary analysis, as a measure of subjectively perceived effectiveness of learning, the ratings for the questionnaire items 1, 2, and 9 were averaged within each pair, and analysed in the same manner as the word memory test scores. The scores ranged from 1 to 7.
In order to cancel the potential influence of familiarization over the sessions and of difference in difficulty of the taught/learnt word sets, effects of session order were adjusted by subtracting the between-session differences in group averages for these teaching-learning communication outcomes (note that the word sets were fixed to sessions, so there was no need to adjust their effects separately).
fNIRS data preprocessing. The fNIRS signals were first detrended and low-pass filtered (cut-off at 0.2 Hz) to reduce potential instrumental drift and high-frequency physiological noises 88, 89 . Then, to reduce the influence of spike-like artefacts induced by head motion or other causes, a wavelet-based motion artefact reduction method 90, 91 implemented in HomER2 92 (http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/PMI/resources/homer2/home.htm) was applied. Finally, dual SD regression was applied to dissociate brain-originated signal from systemic and motion-related noises by regressing out the shallow signal component provided by the 1-cm-SD channels from the deep signals from 3-cm-SD channels [93] [94] [95] [96] .
Evaluation of IBS.
To evaluate the coherence of the fNIRS signals between the pairs of participants, we used wavelet transform coherence (WTC), a method to evaluate a localized correlation coefficient in time-frequency space 59 . A cross wavelet and wavelet coherence toolbox for MATLAB (http://noc.ac.uk/using-science/ crosswavelet-wavelet-coherence) was used for calculation. The IBS values were calculated by averaging the WTC R 2 values at the period corresponding to the task cycle of 45 seconds (=40 seconds of teaching-learning communication and 5 seconds of ITI) over the whole teaching-learning block, except for the time points within the cone of influence to avoid contaminating influences from edge effects 97 .
In the same way as for the rapport and word memory scores, the potential influence of familiarization over the sessions and of differences in the word sets were cancelled out by adjusting the session order effects.
Statistical tests. The hypothesized enhancing effects of prior physical synchrony in comparison to asynchrony on the communication outcomes (hypothesis 1) and IBS (hypothesis 2) were tested using paired t-tests. For testing the positive association between the rapport and left lateral PFC IBS that both showed enhancement induced by prior physical synchrony (hypothesis 3), taking their hierarchical nature due to the within-subject design into account, the repeated measure correlation 98 was used. This analysis captures within-unit relationships between two variables, and, for the test of association, is equivalent to the linear mixed-effects model with centering within-cluster for the independent variable.
To correct for multiple testing, false discovery rate (FDR) control via the adaptive Benjamini-Hochberg procedure 99 was used. P-values were FDR-adjusted for the tests of the main hypotheses 1-3. P-values for the post-hoc analyses on the three rapport components were separately FDR-adjusted. P-values for the t-tests on the shallow signals and on the signals without correcting for shallow components were also adjusted separately, because these tests were conducted to confirm that the observed IBS enhancement was not due to the artefacts reflected in the shallow signals (i.e. opposite to the main hypotheses, the null hypothesis was not expected to be rejected). Results with FDR-adjusted p FDR < 0.05 were deemed significant.
